
Kantonsshule R�amib�uhl Z�urih Maturit�at 2008Mathematish Naturwissenshaftlihes Gymnasium Class 4a Bio/Ch
Mathematis

Media:� A handwritten summary of two A4 pages (i.e. four A4 sides).� Calulator TI-89Note:� You have four hours for this test. Start with reading through all the exerises.� Use a separate sheet of paper for eah one of the six exerises.� Only when the alulator is expliitly mentioned, you are allowed to omitsteps. You should doument how you have used the alulator in this ase e.g.solve(x2 + x = 0 , x).In all other ases points are deduted for missing steps in the alulations.� You should leave roots, frations, logarithms, �, e, .... (unless mentionedotherwise, numerial results are not marked).� Every question gives the same number of points. You do not need to solveevery single question { approximately 80% orretly solved will give you themark 6.� Do not give more than one answer to a question. Cross out the answers whihyou do not want to be marked.� Two points are given for exposition and formalism.
Good luk!!!! Dr.M.Akveld & Dr.B.Roost1



1. Consider the funtions f; g and h given byf(x) = x�px; g(x) = �x3 � x2 + 2x and h(x) = x3(a) Calulate the zeroes and the extrema of f and g. Sketh the graphs of fand g in the same oordinate system { the oordinate system should beat least quarter of an A4 page.(b) Consider the tangent to the graph of f in the point P = (1; 0). Thistangent together with the graph of f and the y-axis bound a �nite area.Rotate this area about the x-axis and alulate the volume of the orre-sponding solid of revolution.() The horizontal line y = m and the graph of h determine two areas A1and A2 over the intervall [0; 1℄ { see �gure below. For what value of mis the sum of the areas A1 + A2 an extremum? Is this a maximum or aminimum?PSfrag replaements
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2. (a) Consider the graph of y = f(x) in �gure 1. Carefully sketh the graph ofthe derivative y = f 0(x) into �gure 1.
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Figure 1: Given y = f(x), sketh y = f 0(x)
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(b) Consider again the graph of y = f(x). Carefully sketh the graph of theanti-derivative y = F (x) into �gure 2 suh that F (0) = 0.
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Figure 2: Given y = f(x), sketh y = F (x) with F (0) = 0() Calulate the derivative of f from �rst priniples, where f is given byf(x) = 1(2� x)2 with Df = R n f2g(d) Determine a funtion y = g(x) whih is non-onstant and ontinuous suhthat the following equation is true:Z 3�1 g(x) dx = 04



3. (a) Given the omplex numbers w = 6 + 2p3i and z = �p3 + 3i. Computei. jz + 2wjii. �zwiii. Im(z � w)(b) Solve !4 = �64 and write the solutions in Cartesian form.() The following equation desribes a urve in the omplex plane. Find theCartesian equation of this urve and sketh the urve.Re(z) + 1 = jz � 1j(d) Consider the funtion f : C! C; z 7! f(z) = z3.i. Determine the �xed points of f .ii. Determine the true period 2 points of f .iii. Sketh the solutions of i) and ii) in the �gure below (in di�erentolours).
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Figure 3: The omplex plane
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4. [You an use the alulator in this exerise, but you should doumentwhen and how you use it.℄A orist sells tulip bulbs of whih 15% are white (that is, they produe a whiteower), 25% are yellow (that is, produe a yellow ower) and 60% are red (thatis, produe a red ower). He sells the bulbs unsorted | this means one annottell what olour a bulb is.(a) Determine the probability that three randomly hosen tulip bulbs arethree di�erent olours.(b) Jeremy has bought three bulbs. Two have been in his living room andhave already produed yellow owers. Determine the probability that thethird tulip { whih has been kept in the bedroom (a bit older) { alsoprodues a yellow ower.() Suppose you buy 50 tulip bulbs to plant in your garden. How many di�er-ent ombinations of olours are possible? For example, one ombination is47 whites, 3 reds and no yellows; another ombination is 10 white, 10 redand 30 yellow. (Note, you may assume that all bulbs will produe tulips).(d) How many bulbs does one have to buy to be more than 95% ertain thatat least one will be white?(e) Let X be the number of red tulip bulbs in a set of 50 bulbs. Calulatethe mean, �(X), and the standard deviation, �(X), of X.(f) Determine the probability that in your set of 50 bulbs at least 25 and atmost 35 bulbs will be red.
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5. Given the points A = (2; 1; 0), B = (2; 0; 1), C = (0; 3; 2), the linel : r = 0� 201 1A+ t0� �213 1Aand the family of planesFk : x+ ky + z = 3 for k 2 R(a) Let E be the plane through A;B and C. Determine the Cartesian equationof E.(b) Show that l � E.() Determine k suh that l � Fk(d) Determine p and q suh that the following system of equations has in-�nitely many solutions 8<: 2x+ y + z = 5x� y + z = 3�2x + py + 2z = q(e) Determine the oordinates of the point S 2 F�1 with z-oordinate equalto 4 suh that the pyramid ABCS has volume 4.
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6. Consider a population P (t) whih grows under normal irumstanes exponen-tially. Due to an inreasing poisoning of the nutrition, the death rate inreasesproportional to time t. Therefore we an assume that the following ODE mod-els the situation P 0(t) = a � P (t)� b � t � P (t) ;here a is the growth rate and b � t with b > 0 denotes the death rate.Let a = 0:1 and b = 0:01.(a) Sketh the diretion �eld in the grid given below.
PSfrag replaements

y = P (t)

t [in years℄10 20 30 40 50100200300400

0(b) Sketh the solution urve with initial ondition P (0) = 200 and disussits asymptoti behaviour.() Solve the di�erential equation with the initial ondition P (0) = 200.(d) When does the population ahieve its maximum? And what is the valueof this maximum?(e) When is the population redued to only half the size it started o� with?You an use the solve ommand on the alulator.
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